The California Cancer Registry has published the revised California Volume II – 2018. It is available at our website for your convenience.

Summary of changes:

2018 CCR Requirement Status change

- From “Required as available, site specific for DX Year 2018 forward”
  - to “Required, CoC Only for DX Year 2018 forward”
  - HER2 IHC Summary
  - HER2 ISH Dual Probe Copy Number
  - HER2 ISH Dual Probe Ratio
  - HER2 ISH Single Probe Copy Number
  - HER2 ISH Summary

- From “Required, CoC Only for DX Year 2018 forward”
  - To “Required, Site Specific for DX Year 2018 forward”
  - AFP Post-Orchiectomy Range

Added condition for:

II.3.5 Deletion Record

Whenever a reporting facility decides to delete from its database a case that has previously been reported to the CCR, a Deletion record must be transmitted to the CCR,

EXCEPTION: DO NOT transmit a deletion record when the reporting facility is deleting a duplicate or the case is being associated with a new reporting source.